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MA in People and 
Organisation Development
THE TRANSFORMATIVE MASTERS 
FOR CHANGING TIMES

LEARN MORE



Prepare to lead people and  
change in your organisation

The role of an organisation and its relationship with 
its people is changing faster than ever before, and the 
traditional approach to Organisation Change is no 
longer fit for purpose.

At Mayvin, we’ve worked with our community to 
shape a fresh, practical and flexible programme that 
empowers organisations and professionals to lead 
complex change in a modern world. We’re proud 
to introduce our new Masters (MA) in People and 
Organisation Development in partnership with the 
University of Chichester.

Guest contributors including NTL  
Experience NTL’s world leading Human  
Interaction Laboratory T-Group

+   Three-year part-time course

+   Blended approach through online learning 
and immersive residentials

+   Practical focus - learn by doing

+   Build your own curriculum based on your 
key needs

+   Flexible structure with annual hop on hop 
off option

+   Independent study as part of a 
learning community

AT A GLANCE 
PROGRAMME DETAILS

“I am drawn to Mayvin for its refreshing,  
post-conventional approach to OD and change - 
so needed in these times!

For its generosity of spirit in creating spaces for 
associates to connect, develop and feel part of  
a fab community!”



MA in People and Organisation  
Development - Programme structure

Who will benefit most from this Masters?

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

People and Organisation 
Practice 

Post-Graduate Certificate

60 CREDITS LEVEL 7

People and Organisation 
Dynamics 

 Post-Graduate Diploma

60 CREDITS LEVEL 7

People and Organisation 
 Dissertation 

Masters

60 CREDITS LEVEL 7

Forward-looking employers

As an employer, you can see that change is a 
constant, presenting both risks and opportunities. 
You need an in-house expert in the complexity 
of change to equip your organisation with the 
experience and tools for sustainability, ethics 
and wisdom to successfully manage people and 
organisation development.

SOUND LIKE YOUR ORGANISATION? 

         FIND OUT MORE

Individuals that want to lead change

As a professional, you’re looking to deepen your 
impact, build self-awareness and wisdom and 
increase the value you bring. You’re seeking the 
confidence to deal with complexity and embody 
your high standards through education with 
recognised practitioners, as you learn within a cohort 
of industry peers.

SOUND LIKE YOU? 

         FIND OUT MORE



Ranked in the top 30 universities in the UK 
(Guardian University Guide 2021), The University 
of Chichester provides a range of undergraduate, 
postgraduate and PhD programs. Its Business 
School delivers professionally focused 
postgraduate courses, as well as progressive 
organisation support for innovative startups.

Mayvin is a Leadership and Organisation Development 
consultancy, supporting organisations globally to strengthen 
and develop their culture and values to work better together. 
We’re proud to lead a powerful community of clients and 
practitioners, all of whom contribute to and access practical 
Organisation Development knowledge and expertise, 
through events, resources and connecting with each other.

Your progressive change 
learning partners



Fees
 YEAR 1   £9,500
 YEAR 2  £9,500
 YEAR 3  £5,000

HOW TO APPLY
Requirements:
1. Previous undergraduate degree or equivalent
2.  Current practice in the field of Organisation 

Development or Design, HR, Leadership and 
Management or Learning and Development with  
at least three years of practical experience

3.  Readiness to commit to around 25 days of study a 
year, including involvement in cohort community 
days, immersive residentials, practical group 
projects, self-study and practice based learning 
group work

E: masters@mayvin.co.uk T: +44 (0)1273 696446  
www.mayvin.co.uk/masters

    TALK TO US ABOUT WHAT 
YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE

Fees and 
application  
requirements

If you sign-up for all 3 
years in advance: £21,000
(Bursaries and stage payment available, 
please contact us for details)


